When families and youth come to us, they each have their own, unique story. We see young people struggling to gain important job skills and maintain gainful employment, youth faced with difficult mental health or school challenges, families seeking safe, affordable housing, and more. Together, Four Oaks, the Affordable Housing Network, Inc. (AHNI), and Jane Boyd Community House are a family of organizations with one mission: we help children become successful adults.

In FY2019, Four Oaks provided services to more than 23,000 children and families in 25 communities across Iowa. We are proud to partner with many community organizations, employers, and industry leaders to create efficiencies, advocate for critical policies, and advance optimal results and the impact of our collective work.

This collaborative approach is based on our TotalChild comprehensive model, designed to create stability in all areas of a child’s life, both short and long-term. Since 2011, we have worked with more than 1,400 youth and their families, and over 90 percent of youth have reached stability and maintained those gains until age 18.

More recently, we have expanded this approach with TotalChild Workforce to support teens and young adults through high school graduation, through post-secondary training or education, and into a stable job and self-sufficiency by age 26. We are empowering and equipping the next generation of our communities’ valuable workers and productive residents.

Our success relies on donors, volunteers, partners, and others like YOU. Together, we can create opportunities for youth to overcome mental health obstacles, empower families to become self-sufficient, and more.

Together, we can Expect Success.

The Four Oaks Enterprise, comprised of Four Oaks, the Affordable Housing Network, and Jane Boyd Community House, work together to best serve families across Iowa. By combining resources and collaborating across programs and sites, we are able to create a continuum of care to address a variety of barriers to success. This comprehensive approach reduces costs and creates improved, more long-lasting results.

Amy and her daughters have worked hard, with just the right mix of solutions from Four Oaks, AHNI, and Jane Boyd, to become stable and grow stronger.

As one example of our collaboration, Amy, an avid and experienced chef, enrolled in Jane Boyd’s Empower by GoDaddy program, and learned how to expand her catering business “Creative Culinary Koncepts.” Empower teaches budding entrepreneurs about business practices, marketing, networking, and more. Since graduating from Empower, Amy has seen an increase in business, leading to stronger financial stability for her family.

Amy now shares her love for cooking and her growing business with neighbors, offering hands-on cooking experiences for youth, community events, and community cooking classes.
TotalChild Workforce seeks to narrow the opportunity gap for teens and young adults by providing a pathway to upward economic mobility, creating self-sufficient, sustainable futures.

We support teens and young adults through high school graduation, into and through post-secondary training or education, and into a stable job and self-sufficiency by age 26.

“My Success Coach has been there to support me each step of the way and I know I wouldn’t have reached this level of success without her support,” said David, a TotalChild Workforce participant. “I am very proud that I am the first in my family to attend college.”

Through a six week rigorous curriculum, Four Oaks Success Coaches work with young adults to develop necessary skills for successful employment, prepare for job interviews, complete internships with our employer partners, and apply for employment opportunities.

Four Oaks’ ongoing support services for participants and employers help improve employment, retention, and advancement rates.

“We are able to change the trajectory of these young adult’s lives - along with employer workforce attraction, retention, and satisfaction,” said Julie Stewart, TotalChild Workforce Strategist.

David is now attending college, is active on his college’s soccer team, and hopes to become a physical therapist. Without TotalChild Workforce, Davis is now certain he wouldn’t have been able to navigate opportunities including financial assistance, transportation, and post-secondary education opportunities.

“We are striving to eliminate barriers to success with a multi-generational approach, from young children through adulthood,” Julie said. “By looking at the whole picture, we can help youth and families reach stability and thrive.”

Four Oaks is accredited by the Council on Accreditation of Services for Children and Families and licensed by the State of Iowa.
At the Affordable Housing Network, we work with community partners to provide safe and sustainable housing in traditionally under-served communities in Cedar Rapids and across Iowa. In the next year, we are embarking on the second phase in the Wellington Heights neighborhood. Since 2012, AHNI has purchased, restored, and built more than 100 homes devastated in the 2008 flood. These efforts have increased single-family homes in the neighborhood, increased property values, and helped to strengthen the historic neighborhood.

In the next phase, we plan to obtain additional homes to further these efforts and provide affordable, safe family homes in our community through 2024. At AHNI, we care about our community and our residents. We strive every day to advance affordable housing, promote stability for families, and build stronger communities.

Together, we can Expect Success.

The Affordable Housing Network goes beyond providing affordable housing to promote stability for families and individuals in their communities.

By partnering with programs within the Four Oaks family of agencies, the Affordable Housing Network is able to help youth and families living in AHNI homes overcome obstacles to achieve success. "We really look at more than just housing, into other challenges to stability, including education, parenting, childcare, and food security," said Kim Eiler, AHNI Director. "By addressing all of these obstacles, we can help families achieve stability."

The Cedar Valley Townhomes after-school engagement program, a partnership with Four Oaks, offers academic tutoring, mentorship with volunteers and enrichments for science, math, literacy, and art for youth at AHNI’s Cedar Valley Townhomes apartment community.

"We’ve seen an increase in social, academic, and behavioral skills with our youth," said Danielle Rodriguez, program coordinator for the after-school program. The You Do Matter-CR program, a partnership with Jane Boyd, provides positive role models and mentoring during the summer for youth in the Wellington Heights neighborhood. Since 2012, AHNI and community partners have exceeded their goal of rehabilitating more than 100 homes in the Wellington Heights neighborhood in Cedar Rapids, and are beginning to plan for more.

The Affordable Housing Network also works with residents and the Tenant-Based Rental Assistance (TBRA) program to provide rent assistance for families and individuals who might otherwise face homelessness.

Housing is a huge piece of the overall picture, but we provide more than that," Kim said. "Together, we can address many of these obstacles so our families can be successful."
Jane Boyd enhances the academic, emotional, and social wellbeing of children and families in our diverse community with programs focused on developing successful and productive adults.

LOCATIONS
Jane Boyd Community House
Harambee House
Johnson STEAM Academy

MISSION
Together, we can succeed, and we strive every day to make a positive impact on the youth and families we serve. We believe every child deserves the opportunity to establish and grow their businesses, increasing stability. We helped youth gain new skills and experience in multiple locations, providing support services, youth programming, small business education, and more. We helped families strengthen parenting skills and establish stability. We helped youth gain new skills and experience new opportunities.

In our expanded entrepreneurship program, Empower by GoDaddy, we helped dozens of small business owners to establish and grow their businesses, increasing self-sufficiency and industry in our communities.

We believe every child deserves the opportunity to succeed, and we strive every day to make a positive impact on the youth and families we serve. Thank you for joining us in these efforts.

Together, we can Expect Success.

IMPARING LIVES, BUILDING FUTURES

At the Achievement Academy, children work very hard to improve social interactions and gain friendships. They also learn to effectively communicate needs, express emotions in a safe and supported way, and connect with peers. When children struggle in school, which often leads to feeling bad about their skills, it can be difficult to receive the one-on-one attention that is needed. At Jane Boyd, children spend 30 minutes each day working with staff members on homework, grade level assignments, and reading. This grows skills and confidence when it comes to school work and provides valuable one-on-one support to discover and practice coping skills.

The Achievement Academy helped 9-year-old Jamarriyah discover her love for crafts, an activity she enjoys. Jamarriyah’s coping skills is to make bracelets from yarn; doing this activity helps her calm down when she’s feeling overwhelmed. She also likes to read or help friends in the kindergarten group to take a break.

At Jane Boyd, we focus on youth, the family and the community. Since 1921, we have been a pillar in the Oak Hill Jackson and Wellington Heights neighborhoods, providing community and family-based services for youth and families.

In 2019, we impacted almost 3,000 youth and families in multiple locations, providing support services, youth programming, small business education, and more. We helped families strengthen parenting skills and establish stability. We helped youth gain new skills and experience new opportunities.

In our expanded entrepreneurship program, Empower by GoDaddy, we helped dozens of small business owners to establish and grow their businesses, increasing self-sufficiency and industry in our communities.

We believe every child deserves the opportunity to succeed, and we strive every day to make a positive impact on the youth and families we serve. Thank you for joining us in these efforts.

Together, we can Expect Success.
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FINANCIALS

REVENUE
*pre-audited numbers

14% Service Fees
50% Donations and Grants
36% Other

52% Personnel
21% Professional Fees
3% Supplies/Equipment
18% Occupancy
2% Transportation
4% Other

EXPENSES
*pre-audited numbers

PLUS $14,593 in in-kind donation value $63,702 in volunteer time value from 105 volunteers

FY 2019 Board of Directors
Sam Black, Chair
Grant Luebe, Vice Chair
Paula Rogers, Treasurer
Brianna Young, Secretary
Tasha Kessett, Past Chair
Kevin Luebe
Leslie Sandberg
Dr. Carlos Grant
Danielle Irizarry
Janet Wardlaw
Steve Moshier
Tonya Marie Adams

Jane Boyd is accredited by the Council on Accreditation of Services for Children and Families and licensed by the State of Iowa.
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Thank YOU

Thank you to those who supported Four Oaks, the Affordable Housing Network, and Jane Boyd in FY19. Your gifts make a difference for youth and families in your community.

Individual Donations

Dianne and Mary Abbey
Duane Marie
Albemarlte-Fastfinder
Lynette Adams
Nicholas Adams
Tomoyate Adams
Kathy Ahnen
Leo Alexander
Melinda Alexander
Dennis and Darlene Allard
Marjorie Allen
Tom and Kathleen Alette
Michelle Allmandinger
Robert and Elizabeth Alsop
Steve and Mary Beth Alsop
Ruth Altermatt
Manilyn Andersen
Brian Anderson
Bruce and Jan Anderson
Donald Anderson
Doug Anderson
Gary and Patricia Anderson
Judith Anderson
Steven Anderson
Susan K. Anderson
Erin Appleby
Marion Arens
Barbara Ashlock
Mark Astleford
Vern and Ann Bagley
Patrick and Judy Baird
Seth Ballou
Gaudete Banks
Jeri Banks
Tom and Joretta Barbee
Edward and Virginia Barnes
Linda Barron
Jon Bartleson
Brian Bartuch and
Kim DiNucci-Bartuch
Ryan Battista
Janice Baumbach
Mark Baumback
Jonathan and Anita Beatchy
Michael and Jennifer Becker
Angelia Beddingfield
Jolene Behrens
Kristine Bell
Linda Bendixen
Beverly Bendiksen
Bruce and Yvonne Benkusky
Timothy Bennington
Alton Belkoff and Tara Beem
Jenny Bealer
John-Paul Besong
Paul Bettermton
Natalie Bigelow
James Birmingham
Sam Block
Conie Block
Del and Delores Block
Susanne Boerger
Jason Bohannon
Tim Borh
Sonnda Bokinger-Lamb
Kathryn Bontiglio and
Barry Boye
Alfred Borbor
Gary Bolos
Anne Bousselot
Cynthia Bowley
Elizabeth Boyle
Barbara Brackett
Melissa Bradfield
Laura Bragg
Ron and Jan Brandt
Danielle Brauntz
Renee Breitbach
Douglas and Michele Brock
Catherine Broughton
Ashley Brown
Edward and Dee Brown
Douglas Bruce
Zachary Bruce
Ellen Bruckner
Karen Bruess and Mary Chval
Dallas and Jacqueline Bryant
Peter Bryant
Catie Bryner
Angie Bublik
John and Ellen Buchanan
Margaret Burns
Jeryl Burns
Richard and Ann Burton
Joan Buxton
Leo Buzalsky
Robert Caskwell
Renée Campbell
Christian Cardenas
Sean Carey
Steven and Joanne Carraae
Breanda Carlson
Kelly Carpenter
Anne Carter
John Cashman and
Mary Gavler
Josephine Catalano
Elisabeth Ceci
John Chalmay and
Jenny Schulz
Theresa Chappell
Walter and Becky Chenery
David Chubb
Paul and Elleen Clarahan
Susan Clark
Bart Clark
Betty Clinton
Cynthia Clough
Lynn Comrred
Gary Conners Boe and
Marjorie Conner Boe
Betty Conner
Robert Cook and
Kathleen Toborg Cook
Grace Coppeus
Loren and Pati Copprock
Kyleigh Corcoran
Ciera Craig
Jim and Deborah Craig
Barbara Crawford
Duane and Judy Crock
Phillip Corrin
Katie Curtis
Mark Danielson and
Susan Stump
Nathan Darrow
Jeff Davis
Ellen Daye-Williams
Bethy Deboan
Anne Deegr
Darian Detaney
Shat Demaris
Joyce Dennis
Darren Derhammer
Chris Despenas
Bili and Patty Devine
Chris and Suzy DeWolf
Craig Dewulf
Anitlla Dhar
Karen Dilsheimer
Marian DiNucci
Michele Donance
Donald Doucette and
Lynn Draninski

Josh Genten
Tom Gilmire
Sharon Gingrich
Emily Goodenbour
Jane Gooch
Karol Grilli
Amy Grak
Wendy Green
Amber Griffin
Steve Grift
Donald and
Marjorie Grimm
Doug and Anne Grunewald
Jo Grunewald
Therese Gueldon
Elaine Gustafson
Ingrid Guiltin
Mark Habel
Julie Hahn
Bill Hahn
Sarah Halbrook
Randy Halvorson
Stephanie Hamer
Jeffrey Hamilton
Michelle Hand
Barb Hand
Bill Hanes
George Hanna
Robert and Carole Hansen
Donald and Janice Happel
Margaret Hardesty
Rachel Hardinger

Renée Downing
Malidea Dugger
Michael and Cindy Dunn
Nate Dunn
Josefina Dun
Dina and Jon Dusen
Donna Eager
Brad East
Elizabeth Eberly
James and Barbara Edwards
Janet and Floyd Effrding
Darlene Ebert
Jeffery and Theresa Elgin
Tara Eliott
June Ellis
Alesia Endres
Craig and Catherine Engel
Elaine Engen
Luke Engle
Maureen Engle
Rex and Kathy Ero
C.C. Eppling and
Susanne Watton-Eppling
James and Barbara Ernst
Matt and Kate Evans
Byron Eveman
Gordon Fabian
David and Jo Ann Fabrault
Shelly Fansnoct
Robert and Judith Felder
Richard and Janice Fester
Kate Fischer
Mindyr Fisher
Daria Fisher Page
Mike Freight
Madeleine Fletcher
Christopher Ford
Dorothy Fass
Carey Fox
Tom and Kim Frady
Tracey Franck
Supreme Franky
Barny and Christina Frantz
Kathryn Fransencburg
Mary Jo Freerichs
Brian Frene
Kathleen Frieden
Stephen Fuemmeter
Kattina Fults
William and
Jo Anne Gallabith
Linda Galther
Ronald and
Carline Gamboch
Theresse Gansen
Kirk Gassman
Gregory Gates
Todd Geisler

Chris Harmon
Terry and Elaine Harrington
Christopher Harris
Karen Harvey
Becky Hass
Nicholas Haupf
Lisa Hawk
Phil Heckel
Mark and Margaret Hefston
John and Kay Hegarty
Robert and
Rebecca Hegeman
Carolyn Heitz
Haley Held
Richard Heid
Kerly Helman
Norbert and
Suzanne Hernessh
Kelly Hemmer
Jeff and Lisa Frenese
Patricia Henderson
Jeremiah Hardisko
Christ Hernandez
Mar tha Hernandez
Gerrit and Lallae Heyl
Abbey Hicks
Courney Hickson
Nancy Hill-Elliot
Jared and Carol Hill
Kimberly Hilliard
Nancy Hinkel
Betty Hizer

Mark and Mary Hogenson
Kevin Hoheisel
Greg Hollandsworth
Mary Hopp
Linda Horak
Doris Hotchkiss
Ronald and Patricia Hougas
Steve and Jon Huebsch
Barbara Hughes
Marcia Hughes
Doris Hughes
Jean Hunnicutt
Mohamed and Sally Ingram
Pam Immerman
Don Iorns
Megan and Dave Isenberg
Vernon and Rose Jackson
Peter and Rae Jacobs
George Jorgar
Cailyn James
Gina James-Pitchard
Lisa Janssen-Rud
Anne Jasper
Jennifer Jekyll
Chris Jenn
Frederick and Beverly Joelin
Colin Johnson
Donna Johnson
Jean A. Johnson
Marlin and Vicky Johnson
Jacob Jones
Theresa Jones
Volunteer or Support Us
319-784-2021

Thank you for making a difference in the life of a child!